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Glued to words

books

After penning 24 books for both children and adults alike, Sheree
Fitch remains stuck to storytelling. Story by Thomas Hodd
It takes only a minute with Sheree Fitch
to realize you’re in the company of a
woman in love with language.
We’re at a small, bright café near the
Dartmouth Ferry Terminal in Halifax
chatting over lunch about her life as a
storyteller. She’s dressed in a white, longsleeved summer shirt, jeans and a light
purple scarf. It’s the kind of comfortable
flair only a successful author can pull off.
Her latest award-winning book is Pluto’s
Ghost. It’s about a young man named Jake
Upshore, a troubled but misunderstood
teenager whose girlfriend goes missing.
Told from Jake’s point of view, it’s a touching, thrilling story about what it means to
be sensitive in a world expecting men to
be tough and confident.
Fitch admits it was risky to write from a
young man’s perspective, but her desire
to tell Jake’s story kept her going.
“It took four years and thousands of
pages, but I wanted to see Jake’s heart
and try to understand what it was like to
be dyslexic. Sometimes it’s the quest to
understand the other rather than a journey towards self-discovery,” Fitch says.
Fitch’s own quest as a storyteller began
from an early age.
The daughter of an RCMP officer,
she was born in Ottawa, but the family
moved to New Brunswick soon after
her birth. She lived in Moncton until
she was 13, and then moved to Fredericton after her father was transferred. Not
surprisingly, it was through her mother
and father that Fitch first discovered the
magic of words.
“Dad’s parents were teachers, so he
grew up in a book-rich house,” Fitch says.
“He had a storehouse of poems he had to
memorize when he was young, and he
would perform them for us after work.
Mom would also sing songs to us, and do

silly wordplay.”
In Grade 2, Fitch encountered Mrs.
Goodwin. Fitch wrote a poem as part
of a class assignment, and Mrs. Goodwin liked it so much she posted it on a
felt-board during the School Fair. Fitch
thinks of it as her first published poem.
“Teachers are my heroes,” she says with
pride.“Mrs. Goodwin had such a big influence on me.”
After graduating from Fredericton
High School, Fitch encountered another
hero: the late New Brunswick writer and
English professor, Fred Cogswell. She
met Cogswell attending her first Maritime Writers’ Workshop in her late teens.
It was a brave moment for the young
writer.
“I remember giving him my poem and
asking if he thought I could be a poet,”
Fitch says.“I waited for what seemed an
eternity, and then he looked up at me
and said ‘My dear, you already are.’’’
And so began a kind of mentorship relationship between Fitch and Cogswell.
He encouraged her to write more, and
gave her chapbooks of poetry to read.

He would also visit her periodically to
have one-on-one conversations about
writing and literature, and drop off chocolate chip cookies for her kids. To Fitch,
people like Cogswell and Mrs. Goodwin
were more than just teachers.
“They were permissionaries – people
who gave me permission to dream,” she
says.
It wasn’t an easy road, though. At 24,
Fitch found herself divorced with two
young children. Writing took a back seat
to survival. She enrolled in a bachelor of
arts degree at St. Thomas University, supporting herself and her family with summer jobs and school bursaries.
Then, in 1987, she published her first
book, a collection of nonsense verse
inspired in part by her kids, Toes In My
Nose. For most young writers, this is a
moment of triumph and validation. But
Fitch didn’t feel like she had arrived on
the literary scene.
“My first book didn’t make me think
I was a writer,” she confesses. “It wasn’t
until an editor called and asked what
I was working on next that made me
begin to believe I was a writer.”
Fitch went on to complete her MA at
Acadia University, in Wolfville, Nova
Scotia. There she met Donna Smyth, a
writer and Canadian literature professor
who encouraged her to pursue her love
of children’s literature.
“It was hard to find people who were
interested in children’s literature at that
time,” Fitch says. “When I met Donna, I
felt like someone took the handcuffs off
me.”
Fitch successfully defended her MA
thesis on the oral tradition of storytelling in children’s literature. Rather than
pursue doctoral studies and write about
other children’s authors, she returned

Savoie’s mixed-media ‘V Series – Grey
and Ladder.’

Here for his art

At 83, Roméo Savoie continues to explore
the creative process. Story by Mike Landry

Among the pile of documents on a
chair in Roméo Savoie’s home just
west of Barachois sits the artist’s Order of Canada. Unframed, it’s almost
hidden.
“Yeah, well, I didn’t know where to
put it, so I just put it there,” Savoie
says about the honour bestowed
upon him in 2009.“I don’t like to put
stuff like that on the wall. It’s just
pretentious. I just usually put my
paintings on the wall. I prefer my
painting to anything else.”
And prefer them he does – he estimates he has about 800-1,000 of
his pieces stored in his home. But
Savoie’s paintings not only decorate
his walls and fill up four rooms, after
more than 40 years of dedicating
himself to his work, it still consumes
his life. As a testament to his continued work, the 83-year-old is following up his recent exhibition, Fan
Series, at Ingrid Mueller Art + Concepts in Fredericton with Amalgame
II, a two-person show with Nancy
King Schofield opening Friday at
Peter Buckland Gallery in Saint John.
Savoie still gets up most days and
heads into his studio for eight hours
of work. Despite the possible stunning views on his property next
to the Northumberland Straight,
Savoie has just a few, slim windows
in his studio. They’re opposite his
working wall, behind the lone chair
where he sits to contemplate his

canvas.
“Nature is much more beautiful
than my paintings. If it was open, I’d
just stare outside instead of working.”
He calls it a day at about 5:30 p.m.
He has dinner, pours himself a glass
of wine and slips into his white wicker reading chair to read until midnight.
A friend turned him onto thrillers
recently. A bookshelf in his kitchen
is full with the ones he’s burned
through in the past year -- David Baldacci, James Patterson, Robert Ludlum and some “good reading” like
Thomas Mann thrown in for good
measure.
Relaxing at his kitchen table, the
great New Brunswick artist shrugs
his shoulders after explaining his
typical day, saying,“So, this is where
I am.”
Surrounded by his work, Savoie
says he’s still trying to understand
the creative process.
“I am a creative artist, because I
don’t understand how it works. I am
in research. If I take something and
put gravel on it will it still work as a
creative visual object? There are so
many types of materials around.
“I’m not a deductive painter. I’m an
inductive painter. I’m an emotional
painter. What happens, happens.
The first thing I do is throw on colour, because that’s what painting is
... that is the history of painting. Then

to Fredericton to continue her own creative-writing quest. She had begun to
garner both regional and national attention: Fitch’s There Were Monkeys in My
Kitchen had appeared in 1992 and won
the Mr. Christie Book Award for excellence in writing Canadian children’s literature while an earlier book, Sleeping
Dragons All Around, won the Atlantic
Provinces Booksellers Choice Award.
From 1993 to 2001, Fitch published
nine additional books, including a collection of adult poetry, In This House are
Many Women, and an educational book
for would-be writers, Writing Maniac:
How I grew up to be a writer (and you can,
too!). In 2000, she won the prestigious
Vicky Metcalf Award for a body of work
inspirational to children.
But living the life of a children’s author
felt somehow limiting for Fitch.
“I just did the next thing and the next
thing,” Fitch says.“But there were other
voices in me that wanted to get out.”
Then in 2001, Fitch’s second husband
took a new job in Washington, D.C.,
where they stayed for almost a decade.
The experience was liberating for her,
both personally and creatively.
“I had the freedom to be whoever I
wanted to be,” Fitch says. “The solitude
was wonderful. I also don’t think I could
have made the switch to prose if I hadn’t
gone to Washington.”
During this creative period, Fitch published 10 more books, including works
of fiction for young people as well as her
first adult novel, Kiss the Joy as it Flies,

which was shortlisted for the 2009 Stephen Leacock Award for Humour.
Since her return to Canada in 2009,
Fitch has continued her storytelling success. Pluto’s Ghost was recently awarded
the Canadian Booksellers Association
Young Reader’s Book Award, was a finalist for the Atlantic Independent Booksellers’ Choice Award, and is shortlisted
for the Arthur Ellis Award for excellence
in Canadian crime-writing.
Fitch has also become a spokeswoman
for reading and literature. In addition to
honorary degrees from Acadia University, St. Mary’s University, and St. Thomas
University, Fitch is the honorary patron
of the New Brunswick Coalition for
Literacy as well as the honorary spokeswoman for the Read to Me Program, a
non-profit literacy organization which
distributes free books to every baby born
or adopted in Nova Scotia.
But with 24 books to her credit, what
drives Fitch to continue to write?
“It’s about that urge to connect,” she
says. “It’s about storytelling and what
glues us to words.”
Such passion for stories is what energizes Sheree Fitch. And with a new novel
already “percolating,” as she describes it,
readers will soon have the chance to delight once more in the magical words of
one of Atlantic Canada’s most versatile
storytellers. s

Thomas Hodd currently teaches Canadian
literature at the Université de Moncton. He
can be reached at tomhodd@gmail.com.

Falling for Franco

in the galleries

A triptych from Savoie’s most recent ‘Fan Series.’

Sheree Fitch’s latest book, ‘Pluto’s Ghost,’ came out last fall. Photo: Lucinda LaRee

I’ll see a magazine and take something from it, and then the history
starts to make sense and the subject
is revealed to me -- not by myself but
by the process.
“It’s the body that transfers its energy on a canvas.”
Savoie will work on up to 20
pieces at a time – abandoning some
work for months when he stops responding to it.
“It’s like friendships, eh. You get
friends who you could communicate with instantly and others where
it will take you years to get to know
them.
“A painting is very much like a human being.”
Savoie has no interest in stopping. He says he’s here for art, and
he wants to submit himself totally
to the artistic process and experience as much of it as possible. He
calls himself a dragon – not joking in
the slightest – when it comes to his
source of confidence.
“Life is amazing all of the time, so
you want to be part of that. You have
to find a humble heart ... to invest in
what I know is best, and I’ll put that
in life, and maybe that will be a little
something for someone else.” s
Mike Landry is arts and culture
editor at the Telegraph-Journal. He
can be reached at landry.michael@
telegraphjournal.com.

Allison Higgins keeps her treasures
from Hollywood star and 83rd Academy Awards co -host James Franco
under her bed. No, Higgins isn’t a
crushing teenybopper. The Saint John
native is an intermedia student wrapping up her BFA at the Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design University in
Halifax.
Higgins has collaborated with Franco
for her week-long graduate exhibition
opening Monday at the school’s Anna
Leonowens Gallery. ALLISON HIGGINS
: JAMES FRANCO features about 10
works of original art by Franco – ranging from photography, collage, videos,
paintings and instructions for a painting and a performance – as well as the
letter Higgins sent the star offering her
show to him.
“It didn’t really matter what he sent me,
at all,” Higgins says from her bedroom in
Halifax.“The letter I sent him – that’s my
art piece. Anything he sent just kind of accompanies it.”
Higgins began making work with
Franco’s image last fall. She had done
a couple of projects on the idea of the
celebrity-artist (i.e. Andy Warhol), and
was struck by the amount of photos the
prestigious New York-based Artforum
magazine was posting on its blog of
Franco at art events.
At that point, Higgins had no idea the
actor was also an exhibited artist. He
soon became her perfect example of a
celebrity-artist.
“(The celebrity-artist) has a sense of
aura – it’s when someone’s image, their
own self, is as equally fascinating to
people as the art they make.”
Higgins’ previous work was The James
Franco Monolith – a large structure
with photo of James on the front and
a library of his work – including many
of his movies edited down to just his
scenes – in behind. But, encouraged by
her teachers, Higgins wanted a real collaboration with Franco.
She tried to go through contacts at
schools where Franco had given guest
lectures, but wasn’t able to reach him.
With a little more than a month left
until her show, she desperately tried
to guess what his email might be. Unbelievably, she got through to him.
“I sent a formal letter I had drafted
proposing the collaboration and his
answer back was really short, like, ‘OK,

Allison Higgins next to her ‘James Franco
Monolith’ in January.
Photo: danika VandeRsteen.

what do I need to do?’ That’s how all
of our conversations are – me sending
him a long, detailed email and him giving one- or two-word answers.”
It was “like Christmas morning” when
the boxes came with Franco’s work.
The Polaroids he sent contain images
of Franco, hopefully proof enough for
skeptics.
Franco’s only stipulations are Higgins
document the exhibition extensively.
She’s not sure what he will do with the
documentation.
“I haven’t actually seen many of his
movies ... maybe five of them. I’m not a
super fan. I’m not sick of him at all. He’s
pretty charming. He’s good at winning
people over. He keeps winning me over.
“I’m graduating and supposedly entering the ‘art world,’ so some of it is
me questioning where I belong in it. As
someone just coming out of art school
I’m definitely not an art celebrity, but I
don’t know if that’s something I aspire
to.” s

Mike Landry is arts and culture editor at
the Telegraph-Journal. He can be reached
at landry.michael@telegraphjournal.com.

